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German-American Expressionism: An Analysis of Sunrise: A Song of Two Humans 

     In 1926, William Fox (the namesake of Twentieth Century Fox) invited German filmmaker 

F.W. Murnau to come to Hollywood to make a film in the trademark expressionistic style that 

defined German film at that time. Perhaps no one making the film knew exactly what the end 

result would be, maybe even what the story would be. But the end result has become one of the 

classics of Golden Age cinema: Sunrise: A Song of Two Humans, which, although mostly silent, 

was a breakthrough in its use of sound, among other aspects. It will live on in film history 

because of its incredible impact, and a lot of its influence has to do with the German 

expressionism that F.W. Murnau employs. 

     To define the characteristics of German expressionistic cinema, one need only take a look at a 

film such as Murnau’s 1922 horror masterpiece Nosferatu. The film, based on the story of 

“Dracula”, is about a married man in nineteenth-century Germany who believes he has found a 

vampire in Transylvania, a vampire who may have brought the plague with him. The story on its 

own makes for a haunting, unconventional film, but the trademarks of German expressionistic 

filmmaking bring the movie’s fright level even higher. These filmmakers, Murnau included, 

incorporate distorting camera angles, exaggerated art design, and other over-the-top production 

elements to create a sense of uncertainty, excitement, and fear. Nosferatu is no exception, and the 

classic image of the vampire’s shadow cast against a wall is a perfect example of the innovation 

that German filmmakers used at the time to break convention and tell an exciting story. 

     However, considering Murnau’s experience with this style of filmmaking, it is hard to 

imagine him directing a film like Sunrise based on its story: a husband, desiring to be with 



another woman, attempts to murder his wife but ultimately reconciles with her. In some respects, 

this is a story that could be told very simply, with the storytelling of a straightforward 

Hollywood filmmaker. Thankfully, this is not the case. Murnau takes the production value of the 

film to the extreme, imploring all kinds of techniques from superimposition of images to point-

of-view camera angles and tracking shots to even distorting the few intertitles of dialogue that 

there are (a prominent example is of the mistress’ suggestion to kill the wife, and her words 

“Couldn’t she get drowned?” literally melt on the screen). Even the actors’ performances go 

over-the-top at times—at times, George O’Brien’s face, as he plays this husband choosing 

between two women, is so intense that it feels as if he really is ready to either tear someone to 

pieces or burst into tears. But this is the intention and the beauty of German expressionism: to 

externalize the internal. And because of the extremity of the production elements in Sunrise, 

American audiences were not only given an incredible breath of fresh air in terms of filmmaking, 

but perhaps they were also more engaged and identified better with the characters’ emotions. 

     More than all those techniques, however, Sunrise is prominently known for its use of another 

film technique that neither American nor German filmmakers had experience with yet: sound. It 

is the first film in history with its own unique soundtrack, and Murnau uses it brilliantly by using 

sound effects at precise moments and remaining silent for most other moments. Unlike The Jazz 

Singer, which came out shortly after and featured numerous songs performed on-screen, Sunrise 

has solely an instrumental score, sound effects here and there, and only one moment of spoken 

words (that are not actually dialogue but rather surrounding noise on a street). But the music 

adds depth to the characters’ thoughts, the sound effects serve as the characters’ “wake-up call” 

to their surroundings, and the absence of dialogue surprisingly makes the relationship between 

husband and wife even more intimate—they don’t talk, they just be with each other, and it’s 

incredibly heartfelt. 



     Unfortunately, with the release of The Jazz Singer about two weeks after Sunrise, audiences 

were more drawn to the popular musical appeal of Al Jolson than the artistic innovation of 

Murnau, which led to a disappointing box office for William Fox. However, nearly ninety years 

later, Sunrise has stood the test of time as not only a revolutionary crossover between silent 

cinema and “talkies”, but also as a landmark of German expressionism integrated with American 

film, and Hollywood has subsequently never been the same.  


